REPORT TO THE WA-ACTE EXECUTIVE BOARD

HSCTE

Submitted By: Courtney Peart – President Elect

Date Submitted: August 2, 2022

1. Accomplishments Since the Last Report (please identify the strategic plan goal/objective each activity seeks to achieve):

Filled our entire summer conference schedule (and even had some overflow for next year’s conference)

2. Emerging Critical Issues/Concerns for WA-ACTE and/or Your Section (for information purposes only):

Nothing as of now

3. Emerging Critical Issues/Concerns for the Field of Career and Technical Education (for information purposes only):

Nothing as of now

4. Other Comments/Suggestions:

Nothing as of now

5. Upcoming Meetings or Conferences:

Trying to plan a spring 2023 conference

Items Requested to Be Placed on Board Agenda for Discussion
(Only include items that require Board discussion or action. These will be placed on the Board meeting agenda at the discretion of the President.)